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CRAFTING THE MUSIC
When swing transitioned to bebop, jazz shifted from
being popular dance music to a style that demanded

focused attention from listening audiences. And
while it often boasts superhuman tempos and

extreme virtuosity, bebop is more than just “fast”
and “complex.” It is a language built on logic and

freedom and energy, and its influence is ubiquitous
in modern music.

Charles McPherson has long been recognized as
a master of bebop, but his mastery has always
extended far beyond imitation. He is a singular voice

in modern jazz whose style has been guided by the

foundational principles of bebop for more than 60

years. This stylistic authenticity is manifested not

only in his playing but also in his original compositions. His writing has been a consistent source of

fresh and inspiring new material throughout his
career, and it has played a prominent role in his

repertoire selection, both in live performances and
on recordings.
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McPherson began writing music for the San Diego Ballet in 2015. In completing three suites for ballet since then, he has aimed to craft works that lend
themselves to choreography. However, this music is not just accompaniment.
It is an engaging collection of songs, through which the listener is presented
with an array of styles and emotions.
This album of McPherson’s ballet music includes more than a dozen previously unrecorded original compositions, featuring unique forms, lyrical melodies, refreshing harmonies, inventive rhythms and phrasing, and, of course,
space for improvising. From the catchy thematic material of the opener, “Love
Dance,” to the final echo of the bubbling groove of “Tropic of Capricorn,” these
are among the most inspiring and memorable of all of McPherson’s compositions. The variety of music on this recording, including the cool playfulness
of “Delight,” the burning sincerity of “Heart’s Desire,” and the regal haze of
“Song of the Sphinx,” offers an assortment of musical moods for audiences of
all backgrounds, and it invites listeners to visualize their own shapes, colors,
and movements as the music unfolds.

SONG OF SONGS

Song of Songs, the third suite written by McPherson for the San Diego Ballet,

is inspired by the Old Testament book of Song of Solomon. However, this piece
is not a musical representation of the text or an interpretation of its meaning.

Instead, it is a collection of impressions. Focusing on the theme of unrequited
love, McPherson based each movement of Song of Songs on emotions
expressed by, or related to, characters and events in the book.

The opening piece, “Love Dance,” introduces musical ideas that appear
throughout the rest of the suite. After a modal introduction, the song begins

with vocalist Lorraine Castellanos singing a melody with Middle Eastern scalar

material and lyrics in Hebrew. In the second A section, McPherson joins her with
an accompanying riff that appears both with and without the voice throughout
the song. After the lyrics are presented in English, the solos in the saxophone,

piano, and guitar are relatively brief, a reminder that this is music written to

accompany dance, not just to feature solos. “Love Dance” ends with a final
presentation of the lyrics in English and a brief coda.

“Heart’s Desire” is a showcase for McPherson’s sound and lyricism. The

brooding melody, interpreted with an unlimited range of dynamics, articulations,
and timbres, is interrupted by a jarring change in tempo and volume in the
middle of each chorus. McPherson’s solo continues to develop the emotional

content of the melody, expressed through his kaleidoscopic sound. Solos from
Yotam Silberstein and Randy Porter on guitar and piano, respectively, provide
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further exploration of the tune’s character before the alto returns at the bridge to play
the melody to its conclusion.

“Wedding Song,” a samba, is the third style change in as many pieces and is a
notable alternative to the more introspective movements of the suite. The faster tempo
and suspended chords at the beginning introduce an energetic, syncopated melody

with an extended bridge that again hints at the Middle Eastern influence of the song.
Within this longer form, with its circular harmonic progression in the A section and
key change at the bridge, McPherson manipulates the beat and plays with boundless

rhythmic inventiveness in the construction of his lines. Brief piano and guitar solos

glide over the first half of the tune and the bridge, followed by the saxophone’s reentry
to finish the melody and end on an extended tag of the opening vamp.

Among the most beautiful and intriguing works in this suite, “Hear My Plea” further

demonstrates the emotional power of McPherson’s sound. Co-written with Lynn
Sundfor-McPherson and based on a minor mode of the melody of “Wedding Song,”

this piece features no solos. The prayerlike melody is draped over an extended form
and is interpreted through a sensitive blend between the saxophone and voice, with
guitar added near the end.

“Thinking of You” balances a loose, straight-eighth note feel with a gentle melody

in the guitar and saxophone. The rhythmic energy of the saxophone solo is more

restrained on this song than some others on the recording, but McPherson still
explores a seemingly endless vocabulary of phrasing possibilities. Jeb Patton’s

piano solo weaves precise lines through the open harmonies, while the lyricism and

phrasing of David Wong’s bass solo hint at the singing quality of the melody. After a
soaring guitar solo by Silberstein, McPherson returns with the melody at the bridge,
ending confidently on the final note of the last phrase.
“After the Dance,” a beautiful piano solo by Randy Porter, echoes the rhythmic vamp
and harmony of “Love Dance.” Beginning out of time and then settling into a steady
tempo, it is a dreamy interlude that weaves music and moods from throughout the
suite and provides the listener with an opportunity for reflection.
“Praise,” a bossa nova setting of the melody of “Love Dance,” is a duet between
Silberstein and Castellanos. It is notable that McPherson does not play on either
this song or the previous one (“After the Dance”), another indication of the unique
nature of this recording. The rhythm in the melody is slightly altered to bring out the
character of the style change. Silberstein plays the tune first as a guitar solo and is
joined in the second chorus by Castellanos, who sings the melody in English before
the piece ends with a hint of flamenco.
“The Gospel Truth” ends the suite with concentrated optimism. The improvising on
this tune is brilliant, particularly the explosive blues statements in the saxophone,
and the shorter solos by all musicians evoke images of constantly changing choreography. After an eight-bar drum intro that introduces the song’s joyful melody,
solos alternate among saxophone, piano, and drums over the form before returning
to the melody and concluding with an amen.

REFLECTION ON AN ELECTION
“Reflection on an Election” was written in
response to the 2016 U.S. presidential election. This piece is part of McPherson’s second
ballet suite, Reflection, Turmoil, and Hope.
Initially written for saxophone with violin, cello,
and bass, it has been adapted here for alto
saxophone and rhythm section. “Reflection”
is based on the main theme of the first movement of the suite, which McPherson believes
is most conducive to jazz performance of all
the material in this work.
Here he draws from the stylistic vocabulary
of big band lead alto playing, including
pronounced scoops that are reminiscent of
Johnny Hodges, and, by extension, the music
of Duke Ellington. Compositionally, this piece
hints at the influence of Charles Mingus, with
dissonant, bluesy harmony and an unpredictable form. However, despite stylistic similarities, this is a highly personal work.
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After a delicately crafted introduction, McPherson enters with the tune’s
poignant melody, which begins cautiously and builds in intensity through the
end of the bridge before calming slightly over the final section. His solo is
structured similarly. He begins by developing the melody through rhythmic
variation and interjecting improvised melodies. At the bridge, the rhythmic
energy becomes more agitated with escalating harmonic tension, building to
the solo’s wailing peak at the beginning of the last A section, from which the
energy gradually declines to a whisper. After Patton’s pensive half-chorus
solo, the saxophone returns at the bridge with the melody, reemphasizing the
emotions of the piece to its conclusion.
Protest, in various forms, has long been a theme in jazz. It has been expressed
in the words, actions, and music of jazz artists throughout history. And it is
conveyed differently based on the musical personality of the artist. Duke
Ellington had his version of protest music, as did Charles Mingus. This is
Charles McPherson’s.

SWEET SYNERGY SUITE
Sweet Synergy Suite was the first work composed by McPherson for the San
Diego Ballet and was initially created to feature jazz and Afro-Latin fusion. While

this piece is not programmatic like Song of Songs, a significant theme of Sweet
Synergy Suite is variety, particularly in the musical influences represented in

its movements. Additionally, a slightly different ensemble was assembled for

the recording of this suite, including Terrell Stafford on trumpet in lieu of guitar.
The opener, “Sweet Synergy,” begins with a rhythmic piano intro and a build-

ing drum groove. The melody, which starts with a call-and-response between

trumpet and alto, contrasts minor-key A sections with the playful dissonance

and major tonality of the bridge. The solos begin with Stafford, who melds clean
bebop lines with the rhythmic momentum of salsa music. McPherson’s chorus
explodes as a soaring, fiery blur and then comes into focus with freely dancing

rhythms and linear imagination. After Patton’s lyrical piano solo, which hints at

the Afro-Latin rhythmic influence of the suite, and a half chorus of drum solo,
the melody returns at the bridge and ends with a tag after the final phrase.

The charming and highly memorable melody of “Delight” employs an interweav-

ing of unison, harmony, and polyphony between the trumpet and saxophone.

McPherson’s solo includes dramatic contrasts in rhythmic values within and
among phrases and extended improvised lines that transcend bar lines and
effortlessly bridge key changes. Solos by Stafford, Patton, and Wong also
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contain brilliant lyricism over the song’s soothing chord progression.
“Nightfall,” another piece co-written with Lynn Sundfor-McPherson, explores
shifting moods while winding through the tune’s extended form. After a flowing
piano introduction, the trumpet and saxophone enter on top of a light 6/8 groove

in the rhythm section. Solos begin with McPherson, followed by Stafford, each

over the first two sections of the form. When the horns return with the melody
in the bridge, they serve to accompany Patton’s improvisation.

“Marionette” is the one song on this album that has been recorded previously,

on McPherson’s 1995 release Come Play with Me. However, the song’s inclusion in this larger work is appropriate, as it was originally inspired, like all of the

other music in this suite, by his daughter, Camille. After a loose contrapuntal
introduction, a drum break cues the angular melody in the horns. The dancing

rhythms of the A and B sections are carefully supported and imitated in the

rhythm section, contrasting with the heavy swing of the bridge. McPherson’s
solo on this piece features, in addition to beautifully abstracted bebop lines
and rhythmic diversity, an energy build that continues through the bridge of the

second chorus before winding down to the interlude that leads to the trumpet
and piano solos. A playful drum solo by Billy Drummond over the vamp of the

first half of the form leads to the reentry of the horns on the melody of the bridge.
“Song of the Sphinx” provides one of the more unique character changes in

Sweet Synergy Suite, conjuring images of a vast desert. Stafford’s improvisation combines smoothly contoured melodies and thoughtful rhythmic pacing.

The motivic development at the beginning of McPherson’s solo sets up a
demonstration of his masterful rhythmic sensibility. The piano and bass split
a chorus before returning to the opening section of the melody with a short
tag and an unexpected, shimmering final chord.
The sophisticated hard bop vibe of “Tropic of Capricorn” returns to the
Afro-Latin origins of this suite. After the accompaniment groove settles in,
the horns enter with a laid-back call-and-response. McPherson plays the
first solo, in which he constructs lengthy and beautifully contoured melodies.
Stafford’s solo brings together flowing lines and rhythmic urgency. After a
piano solo and a brief drum solo, the horns repeat the opening melodic
material one more time before playing a short coda.
This is not a typical Charles McPherson album. While it contains numerous examples of improvisational brilliance, it places special emphasis on
McPherson’s writing, which demonstrates a broad range of influences and
reflects a genre that is new to his compositional output: dance music. And
despite being performed without dancers, the works heard here convey
emotions and imagery that guide the listener through masterful, original
dance music.
-Donnie Norton

CAMILLE
In the spring of 2016, my father (whom I endearingly call Bub) and I had a

In my years as a professional ballet dancer, I have learned that sometimes

not the first time we’d performed together, and it would not be the last. Sweet

graphed pauses; those brief vestiges that disabuse the audience of the notion

of all time, was on the bill that evening. We had performed this ballet twice

just a human. And in that moment onstage, I was just a human, a young woman,

performance together at the Lyceum Theatre in Downtown San Diego. It was

the truest moments of artistry can be found in the in between, the unchoreo-

Synergy Suite, which consists of some of my favorite music and choreography

that you are some ethereal being, and remind them that you really are, in fact,

together before, but in the spring of 2016, it felt different.

looking reverently at her father, her Bub. A father who had nurtured her with an

By this point, I had been dancing with the San Diego Ballet for nearly six years.
I had become a more mature and developed artist than when Bub and I had

first performed together. In the final moments prior to the performance I was

unconditional love, who had never believed in anything less than the absolute

best version of herself. A father who had never once doubted her ability to be
or achieve anything, and whose support and encouragement remained infinite.

anticipatory and excited but also at ease. My body knew the choreography,

I was also overcome with the reality that this father of mine was not only a

piece of humanity encapsulated in the piece, to the infinite black abyss (for

Despite my musical upbringing, I can’t pretend to wholly understand all the

I felt ready.

I remain in awe of it. I certainly know nothing of saxophone technique. But I

my soul knew the music. And now it was time to translate all that I felt, every

gift to me, but a gift to the world. For that is what I believe great artists are.

this is exactly what it looks like from the stage) better known as the audience.

intricacies and complexities of bebop and improvisation, which is perhaps why

Adrenaline, breathlessness and mirth guided me blithely through the first few

pieces. Only when we reached the middle of “Nightfall” did I feel at liberty to
pause and reflect. You see, “Nightfall” is choreographed as a pas de deux

do understand soul. I can feel when someone or something is bestowed with

it, and I understand the power and impact that comes from translating that
depth of soul to others.

(“dance for two”), and when it comes time for the musicians to take their solos

Dear reader, I invite you to listen. I invite you to let these suites move you as

Joe and me to take a seat center stage and luxuriously, pensively, delightfully

know that all of them were inspired by, conceptualized with, and danced to

(first the sax, followed by the trumpet), the choreography called for my partner

they have moved me. Let them tell you a story; let them stir your soul. And

gaze upon the musicians as they solo.

with the purest, boldest love imaginable.

